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Abstract 
We give an example of a language belonging to the class of indexed languages whose growth 
is intermediate. In particular, the growth function of this language is transcendental. @ 1999- 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. An important feature of a formal language L over a finite alphabet is its growth 
function ye, that is, the function determined by the series Cna,,y(n)z”, where y(n) 
is the number of words of L of length at most n. It is known that if L is regular 
than v~(z) is rational, and that if L is a context-free unambiguous language then ye 
is algebraic [2]. It is also known that there exist context-free languages for which 
this function is transcendental [3]. In [4] a formula is given for the growth series of 
a language defined by a set of forbidden words. The rate of growth of the sequence 
{y(n)} is called the growth of the language L; it can be polynomial, exponential or 
between the two, the so-called intermediate growth. If ye is algebraic, then only 
the first two cases are possible. In [3, p. 3071 the question is asked as to whether 
there exist context-free languages of intermediate growth. We were unable to answer 
this question, and indeed we believe that such languages do not exist. In this note, 
we produce an example of an indexed language of intermediate growth belonging to 
a class which is as close as possible to that of context-free languages. 
Theorem 1. The language L 2 {a, b}* of the words 
ab'abj . abk, 
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where 0 <i < j < <k are integers, is an indexed language of intermediate growth 
recognizable by a one-way deterministic non-erasing stack automaton ( 1 DNESE). 
Its growth series is given by 
YL(Z)’ n (1 -Zn)-‘. 
n>l 
Therefore, 
x(n) = n(n), 
where rt is the partition function. Thus, asymptotically: 
1 
rL(n) - ~ 
2 
4n& 
exp 7c -n . (0 3 
Proof. 1. The automaton works as follows. If a word w is a string of a’s, then w is 
accepted. If w begins with a string of a’s followed by a string si of b’s, then we push 
all the b’s of si in the stack until a new a is met (if no new a is met the word 
is accepted). Using the head of the stack we compare the number of b’s in the stack 
with that of the next string s2 of b’s (for each b of s2 the head starting from the top 
of the stack makes one step towards the bottom). If the length of s2 is shorter than 
the number of b’s in the stack, w is rejected. Otherwise the head is taken back to the 
top, and the b’s of s2 that are left are pushed in the stack. Thus, when starting reading 
string s,, the number of b’s in the stack equals that of the string s;_i. Therefore, 
w is accepted if and only if the length of each string s, of b’s is greater than or equal 
to that of Si_1, i.e. if and only if w belongs to L. 
2. Let us introduce the function of two variables 
fi(u,z) = ~;~z’~“QJ~~‘,, 
where Iwl, denotes the number of occurrences of the letter x in the word w. We have 
F,L(U,Z) = l-J (1 - UZn)--l. 
?I30 
Indeed, 
n (1 - UZn)-’ = n (1 + uz’? + . . + llkzkn + .) 
I720 n 2 0 
=c c (UZO)kO(UZ’)kl ” (uz’)” 
n>O O.ko+l.k,+...+r.k,=n 
and the terms in the last sum are in a one-to-one correspondence with the words of L. 
Setting TL(z) = ~L(u,z) we obtain 
nFO:L(n)z” = Tr(z) = n (1 - zn+‘)--l = fl (1 - z”)-’ 
fl>O n2l 
= E. 4n)zf2, 
/ 
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where the last equality, as well as the asymptotic behaviour of z(n) are well known 
in the theory of partition functions [ 1, Theorem 6.21. 17 
2. The following question arises: does the group of intermediate growth constructed 
in [5] have a geodesic normal form of the elements such that the corresponding lan- 
guage is an indexed language? The result of the present paper suggests that the answer 
could be in the affirmative. 
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